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The largest warship class to be launched by the KDF since the mighty Negh’Var in 
2371, the Vo’Quv class is the ultimate expression of the empire’s military might. 
 

Conceived in 2393, the Vo’Quv can be viewed more as a response to the 
Federation Starfleet’s massive Excalibur class as well as the Romulan Imperial Navy’s Star 
Hawk and the Cardassian Guard’s Hutet, than just a mere footnote in the progression of 
Klingon warship design. 
 

Impetus for the design and construction of such a ship came not only from the 
Empire’s allies, but their enemies as well.  The Gorn, though never regarded as a serious 
threat by Starfleet and the KDF, had long maintained a formidable navy.  Their smallest 
class, the MD-31 Heavy Cruiser was a ‘mere’ 690 meters long—larger than the KDF’s B-
10/Kar’harmer class—and mounted numerous disruptor batteries as well as immensely 
powerful plasma torpedos.  Their newest and largest class, the BH-70 Battleship, was just 
over 2400 meters in length and both outgunned and outmaneuvered the Negh’Var.  Battle 
experience gained by Klingon forces against these behemoths during the protracted 
period of conflict from 2385-87 also played a pivotal role in the development process. 
 

Aesthetically, the Vo’Quv harkens back to the past, displaying the same worn, 
weathered look as the D-4/Dama and Raptor/Raptor II classes.  Like all Klingon ship designs 
though, the Vo’Quv follows the standard layout consisted of a forward command pod 
connected to a large engineering hull by a comparatively thin neck section, with the warp 
nacelles outswept on either side. 
 

Starfleet’s introduction of Type XV Phasers presented something of a problem for 
Klingon engineers.  The Type XV represented a quantum leap over the now standard Type 
XII, directing 200% more energy against a target and capable of slicing through an enemy  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

vessel’s shields and vaporize hull armor on contact.  This automatically made 
Starfleet ship classes equipped with these weapons among the most powerful in service, 
regardless of size. 
 

To achieve parity with their Federation counterparts, the Klingons turned to a 
surprising ally—the Ferengi.  The Ferengi Treasury Guard’s D’Kora class Marauders, despite 
seeing limited combat action in their 57 years of service, nevertheless featured a robust 
armament centered on plasma-based disruptor weaponry. 
 

Compared to standard phase disruptors that used slow nadions to generate the 
energy beam (or pulse, depending on hardware configuration), modern plasma disruptors 
differed only in the fact that a proportionate amount of plasma was combined with the 
slow nadions in energy generation.  Ferengi disruptors followed this principle, as did those 
the Klingons were developing, albeit with some modifications.  The primary advantage to 
plasma disruptors over standard weapons were the vastly increased thermal damage 
effects.  Modifications that were therefore made by the Klingons focused on the hardware 
itself—modifying it such that increased levels of plasma could be used in generation of the 
energy, thus increasing the damage potential. 
 

The production model, designated Mark XL (40), exceeded all expectations in 
service trials, achieving damage effects similar to the Type XV Phaser.  A corresponding 
‘heavy’ model (designated Mark XLVI—46), with much larger hardware and higher overall 
temperature thresholds was developed in tandem, intended for assaulting large capital 
ships and fixed installations as well as planetary bombardment



 
 

Ships of the Vo’Quv class mount 20 Mark XL and 4 Mark XLVI Disruptor Cannons as well as 8 Torpedo Launchers capable of firing Plasma Torpedos (in use with the KDF since 2383).  
The entire hull surface is covered in thick (50cm), high-density armor plating and protected by an advanced Regenerative Deflector Shield System. 
 

Cloaking technology—a KDF staple—also received a great deal of attention, the focus being on enabling ships to retain full deflector shield coverage as well as the ability to use 
its full armament while cloaked.  The KDF actually experimented in this area in the late 23rd century, but all related research & development was halted after the technology was used in 
an unsuccessful attempt to derail the Khitomer Conference of 2293.  The success of the Romulan Imperial Navy in developing and deploying such technology beginning in 2378 only 
underscored the need for the KDF to develop such a system of its own.  The Vo’Quv was first and remains the only class so far to be fitting with the cloaking technology that was 
produced out of this R&D effort, but it is a foregone conclusion that other ship classes will soon begin testing this system. 
 

As with the Vor’Cha and Negh’Var, the Vo’Quv is well suited to the role of troop transport, able to embark up to 25,000 warriors of the Imperial Guard.  In support of this role, ships 
of the class embark a number of heavy transport shuttles as well as over thirty long range personnel transporters. 
 

Most notably, the Vo’Quv is the first dedicated carrier class produced and deployed by an interstellar navy other than the Federation Starfleet.  The development of fighters by the 
KDF seemed to run counter to their notable tradition of focusing on the development, construction and deployment of capital ships where size and brute strength were the key priorities.  
Though Starfleet’s Starfighter Command employed the Peregrine class Attack Fighter during the war with the Dominion, by the time conflict arose with the Typhon Pact, they employed a 
further 3 fighter classes to fill roles from precision strike, to heavy assault.  All were used to great effect, most notably against the Breen and Gorn. 
 

Looking to fill a tactical void and ensure they maintained the upper hand in any future conflict, the KDF issued a directive for the design, construction and deployment of 3 
separate fighter classes to fill the precision attack, heavy assault and space superiority roles respectively.  Completing engineering evaluation and shakedown trials just one month 
before the prototype carrier was launched, the Gin’TaQ (attack), Chava’Kal (heavy assault) and Chuq’BeH (space superiority) proved to be every bit as formidable as their Starfleet 
counterparts.  Each had a unique armament mix of disruptors, heavy disruptors and micro-torpedoes and were also the smallest operational craft known to be equipped with cloaking 
technology (though the devices they employed weren’t as sophisticated as those fitted to larger capital ships). 

 
Given the massive size of these vessels, it is thought that they are deployed similarly to Starfleet’s Excalibur class—in a long range exploratory/defensive-offensive role—while 

smaller, yet equally capable classes such as Negh’Var are used in more widespread applications.  With the galactic cold war continuing, there is little doubt that more of these ships will 
be seen in the months and years ahead.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Vo’Quv 
Carrier 
 
2397- 
Unknown 
 
1,272m 
704m 
218m 
49 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

4,310,000 metric tons 
 
2,500 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

4 MK XLVI Disruptor Cannons  
20 MK XL Disruptor Cannons 
8 Torpedo Launchers  
 
Regenerative Deflector Shield System 

total capacity 6,160,000 TerraJoules  
 
Heavy Duranium/Trititanium Double Hull plus 50cm High Density Armor 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
Any race, as opposed to Starfleet/the UFP, is going to be more difficult to write for – especially those that have been given very little ‘screen time’.  With Trek as we know it (in the 
‘normal’ timeline that apparently concluded with the Hobus supernova as per ST: Countdown) done on screen and being carried on now by authors and others who dwell in the ‘TrekLit’ 
realm, the paramount question becomes “Where to go from here?” 
 
Well, for me, that means trolling the net—checking video game sites/mod repositories and keeping a watchful eye on sites like DeviantART where I’ve come across more than a few 
great artists/designers already.  This particular design though comes from the MMO, Star Trek Online.   
 
At first, I classified Vo’Quv as a battleship—finding relatively few fighter designs and even then, none that I thought tasteful.  I kept on searching though and eventually stumbled upon 
the site of a Homeworld mod and found a few pictures I that struck me as intriguing and thus, the concept of Klingon Starfighters was reborn. 
 
Also, with the Klingons being the staunchest of and closest allies to the Federation, I wanted there to be at least some semblance of tactical parity – which is why I introduced the 
somewhat exotic-sounding ‘plasma disruptors’ and gave them plasma torpedoes as well.  See my ‘Weapons of the Galaxy’ publication for more on this. 
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